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Abstract: This paper reflects on who a refugee is and the various conditions that could give rise to refugee
status. It also highlights some of the problems associated with refugees vis-à-vis the host countries. It went
further to state the various International and Domestic Laws that have provided for the protection of the Rights
of this class of persons and how such rights are being implemented. The paper also recognizes some challenges
militating against the implementation of those protective rights. Towards the end of this work, it suggested
some more comprehensive ways of giving refugees a sense of belonging since they are also human beings.
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INTRODUCTION The issue of the time frame and geographical

The term Refugee is defined classically by Oxford 4th Oct 1967 protocol which further defined Refugee
Advanced Learners Dictionary as ‘A person who has without including the time and place restrictions. The
been forced to leave  his  country  or  home,  because definition here did not however cater for the refugee
there is a war or for political, religious or social needs of certain other regions of the globe thereby
reasons’ [1]. leaving room for regional refugee legal frame works. In

This definition has gone out of fashion since there Africa, there existed in 1969 The Organization of African
are  several  other  definitions  offered by legal frame Unity Convention Governing the Specific Aspect of
works in consonance with situations that gave rise to Refugee Problems in Africa which provided two
them. definitions of the word Refugee as thus:

The first internationally acknowledged legal frame
work on issues of refugee is the United Nations For the purposes of this convention the term
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 1951 which ‘refugee’ shall mean every person who owing to a
defines the term refugee from the background of the out well founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
flow of the second World War as ”Any person who as a race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
result of the events occurring in Europe before 1st social group or political opinion is outside the
January 1951 and owing to a well founded fear of being country of his nationality and is unable or owing to
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, such fear is unwilling to avail himself/herself of the
membership of a particular social group or political protection of that country, or who, not having a
opinion is outside the country of his nationality and is nationality and being outside the country of his/her
unable or owing to such fear is unwilling to avail himself former habitual residence as a result of such events,
of the protection of that country; or who not having a is unable or owing to such fear is unwilling to return
nationality and being outside the country of his former to it.
habitual residence as a result of such events is unable or The term refugee shall also apply to every person
owing to such fear is unwilling to return to it’ [2]. who owing to external aggression, occupation,

This definition has actually expanded the earlier foreign domination or events seriously disturbing
meaning of the word as proffered by the dictionary but public order in either part or the whole of his country
has made it to take a retroactive effect before 1951, as well of origin or nationality is compelled to leave his place
as limiting the benefit to only persons coming from of habitual residence in order to seek refuge in
European zone. It however in the last lines took care of another place outside his country of origin or
stateless persons. nationality.

restrictions of the 1951 U.N Convention was cured by the
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The term Refugee was also defined as ‘Persons who Amnesty International gave credence to this class of
flee their countries because their lives, safety or freedom
have been detained by generalized violence, foreign
aggression, internal conflicts, massive violation of
human rights or circumstances which have seriously
disturbed public order’[3].

By the Latin American Columbian Colloquium in 1984
at Cartagena. This Cartagena Declaration does not have
the binding force of law but it is largely seen as a big
international move to protect victims as refugees; those
who suffer from internal conflict, generalized violence and
human rights violations and must be commendable as
such.

Some Factors That Could Generate Refugee Status: We
have seen from the above that refugee status is
technically a creation of Persecution, Fear, Violence and
Natural/Environmental conditions. We shall now look at
these situations seriatim.

Persecution to dominate is one of the innate human
nature and so the various laws and treaties have provided
that those who flee their countries as result of persecution
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
social group or holding a political opinion could be
admitted as refugees. Recently, in Nigeria the members of
the insurgent Boko Haram Group felt being persecuted
and resorted to violent activities that has internally
displaced persons and also forced thousands of people
out of Nigerian borders. These people could constitute
refugees in the countries they found themselves. The Nazi
exodus which partly culminated in the 2nd World War
took place because the Jews felt persecuted because of
their race and religion. The Second World War produced
so many vulnerable people eventually referred to as
refugees by the 1951 UN convention. Also the Burundi
and Rwandan onslaught in the late 1980s and early 1990s
which led to thousands of people crossing their country
borders in search of safety was caused by racial
persecution.

Another known factor that could make people leave
their country of origin and migrate to another country for
safety is fear. The 1969 OAU convention aptly provides
that persons who owing to fear of…is unwilling to return
to their country of origin should be accorded refugee
status in the country of asylum. The fear here can be
subjective or objective, this is akin to the Nigerian
Enforcement of Fundamental Human Rights Procedure
where fear for violation of ones Human Right is enough to
go to court for its enforcement.

refugees when it stated that ‘They  flee  war,  terrified
that they will be attacked or caught in the cross-fire.
They flee individual persecution, frightened that they
will be imprisoned, tortured or executed. Their fears are
based on real suffering, real threats or real experiences
of friends and neighbours.’ [4]. The above opinion by
Amnesty International extends the cause of fear not only
from personal experience but even from other peoples
experience such as friends and neighbors. Another major
generator of refugee state is violence. Violence most of
the time results to armed conflicts and no right thinking
man will remain in a country that is engulfed in armed
conflicts  since  remaining  could  lead  to   loss   of  life
and  so migration  to  a safer place becomes inevitable.
The Nigerian/Biafran civil war [5] was a violent/conflict
generating refugees. Most Nigerians in diaspora remained
as refugee in the countries where they were staying like
Cameroun and the Republic of Benin for fear of being
persecuted when they return to Nigeria because the civil
war was more or less a tribal war. We have also seen civil
wars recently in Siera-Leone and Liberia that generated an
unprecedented number of refugees within Africa. The
Liberian war led one of her foremost warlords Charles
Taylor to seek for asylum in Nigeria recently. The
Liberian, Siera-leonean, Angolan, Somalian, Burundian,
Sudan etc conflicts generated so much number of
refugees to some countries including Nigeria which made
the Nigerian government create a refugee camp in Ogun
State [6].

Another factor that generates situations of refugees
which the treaties did not adequately take care of is the
Natural / Environmental causes. The ecological,
demographic and natural disasters could force people to
leave their country of origin to other places. In Ethiopia in
the mid 1980s and even recently, there was heavy
drought, famine and locust invasion in Ethiopia which
make people migrate and even worsen refugees’ situation
therein. In Nigeria in 2012/2013, there was heavy natural
disaster  occasioned  by  flood  which  submerged
peoples farms, properties and homes in more than six
states namely Rivers, Bayelsa, Imo, Akwa lbom, Delta etc.
This seriously caused internal displacement of people as
well as generated refugee situations. The federal
Government dolled out large sums of money to cushion
the hardship caused by the flood on those affected.
Temporary camps were built for ease of distributing relief
materials. Where people needed to cross their borders in
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search of a safer place, they could apply for asylum in which include the promise by the South-East Asian
such a country and if granted, they will be given refugee countries to provide temporary asylum, the Vietnamese
status. undertaking to promote orderly departures instead of

Many other people have out lined some other causes illegal exits, the third being that third countries outside the
of refugeeism. According to Luise Druke-bolewski, the region agreed to accelerate the rate of resettlement. From
causes of refugee producing problems can be integrated the above, it was clear that important burden sharing
into three models [7], namely the conflict model, the scheme was put in place to ensure the continuous rescue
convention refugee model and the natural/environmental at sea of the Vietnamese. This is referred to as a
model. Comprehensive Plan of Action (CPA).

Some Factors Confronting Refugee Management by the so enormous, some governments have resorted to closing
Host Country under the International Refugee Protection borders or pushing refugees back to danger or even death
Regime: Any country can become a refugee generator or claiming concern for national security and the safety of
a refugee host. This is because the various definitions of the local population. This happened in 1998/99 when the
the term refugee did not exempt any country and also in Guinean government closed her borders to the Siera-
reality, no country is encapsulated from crisis nor natural Leonean refugee made up mainly of women and children.
disaster that could give rise to refugee status. This paper Most of the time, the refugee camps and resettlement
will now examine some challenges that confront refugee centers because of the neglect by the host states expose
host states and the attitude of international communities. refugees to risks of diseases, child labour, soldier/terrorist

The real International Community involvement in the recruitment and physical and sexual violence.
protection of refugees could be traced to 1921 activities of It is however a gory situation that due to the
The League of Nations and the appointment of Dr. Fridtjof increasing challenges associated with refugees, the host
Nanson as the first High Commissioner for Russian countries choose unethical and wrong method of treating
refugees. In 1947, the United Nations created the refugees that it may become better to resettle the refugee
International Refugee Organisation (IRO) [8] to deal with into a third country or repatriating such a refugee may
refugee problems in Europe following the end of the become a lesser evil. But in the year 2000, the United
second world war. The IRO addressed every aspect of Nations High Commissioner for refugees Mr. Sadako
refugee problem ranging from registration, determination Ogata having seen all the injuries the refugees are made
of status, repatriation where necessary, resettlement, legal to go through and the inadequacy of resettlement as a
and political protection. However, the UN General viable solution to refugee problems,[10] bursted out thus
Assembly decided to replace the International Refugee ‘Resettlement can no longer be seen as the least
Organization (IRO) with the United Nations High preferred durable solution, in many cases it is the only
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 1949 pursuant to solution for refugees’
Article 22 of the United Nations Charter with a task to Under the changing times and the need to get it right
provide international protection for refugees and seek again, during the OAU commemoration of its 25 years of
permanent solutions to their problems by assisting coming into force it was recommended that The
governments in facilitating their voluntary repatriation or International community, the United Nations, the United
their assimilation within new national communities. Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and other

In 1979, there was the International Conference on relevant organization should support and assist host
refugees and Displaced Persons in South-East Asia in Governments in fulfilling their responsibilities towards
Geneva. This conference made its mark when the entire refugees in a manner consistent with the principles of
world was concerned about the plight of people from refugee law’[11].
Vietnam who had to flee their country in risky boats The above directive is consistent with the provision
confronting  the  dangers  of  the sea and the pirates. of the principle of burden or responsibility sharing of the
They were callously turned back at the shores of the OAU 1969 Convention which is very unique enjoining
neighboring countries where they intended to seek refuge member states in the spirit of African solidarity and
or detained [9]. Three major agreements were reached in international cooperation to take appropriate measures to
the said conference concerning the Vietnamese plights lighten  the  burden  of member state granting asylum [12].

Because the increasing burden of hosting refugees is
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This may be by way of assisting in regional resettlement, expulsion which would compel him to return to or
financial support and political responsibility sharing remain in a territory where his life, physical integrity or
which all demonstrate African Hospitality. liberty would be threatened for the reasons set out in

In all, the challenges of tackling the refugee problems Articles 1, paragraphs 1 & 2. This is a very important
globally persist because of the various factors as well as principle as far as refugee protection is concerned
the magnifying trends of refugees. However, it will take because as pointed out by Olivia Bueno, [14] if the right
concerted efforts of the various countries, international to non-refoulment is violated and a refugee is expelled
bodies and the United Nations High Commissioner for from the country of asylum, any discussion of other rights
Refugees (UNHCR) Executive Committee to address protection is rendered moot. This is true because where
issues relating to the deteriorating quality of asylum the subject matter no longer exists, no further rights
processing, the gap in the protection framework; and the accruable to it will be meaningful because something
differences between international requirements and cannot stand on nothing [15].
regional approaches. All these put together will certainly In examining the said provision, one discovers that
go a long way in meeting up with the challenges of the 1951 UN convention in paragraph 2 of Article 33
refugee problems. makes provision for cessation of refugee state on grounds

Refugee Rights Protective Provisions by the different look at it and further provided that for security
Conventions, Protocols and Treaties: Having looked at reasons, countries of asylum shall as far as possible settle
the various definitions of the term refugee which is a refugees at a reasonable distance from the frontier of their
‘situational phenomenon’, this paper will now look at country of origin. However, this convention allows
some of the provisions of those conventions, protocols cessation or expulsion of refugees on grounds of criminal
and treaties specifically meant protect the rights of the liability after granting of asylum or engagement in
refugee. Although the United Nations Declaration of activities contrary to the principles and objectives of the
Human Rights has recognized the inalienable rights of all conventions. Another clear difference in the provisions of
persons including refugees; [13]. the two conventions regarding non-refoulment is that the

The major legal frame work to be considered here include: has already been granted and enjoying refugee status
The United Nations Geneva Convention Relating to while the 1969 OAU convention allows the application of
The Status of Refugees 1951. the principle of non-refoulment to persons whether or not
The Protocol to The 1951 Convention Relating to The enjoying refugee status.
Status of Refugees 1967. Article 17 of the 1951 UN convention provides for
The Organization of African Unity (OAU) but now Right to Socio-economic Life. This article enjoins
African Union (AU) Convention Governing the contracting parties to accord to the refugees favorable
Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa 1969. business environment affordable to aliens to engage in
and, employment and earn a living.
The United Nations Declaration on The Protection of Articles 18 & 19 therein regulate the Right to Self
Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Employment and Professional Practice that could be
Conflicts. accorded to aliens.

In order to avoid repetition of similar provisions, the lawful refugees National Treatment. This can be seen as
content rights and obligations in the above conventions, the Right to Liberty and Security of the Person. It
protocols and treaties shall be considered simultaneously. therefore involves extending social security benefits like

The commonest and most important provision of the compensation for occupational injury, leaves (maternity
1951 UN convention and the OAU 1969 convention is on or annual), insurances against disabilities, pension for old
the principle of Non-Refoulment codified in Article 33 (1) age etc as could be given to her own citizens. 
and Article II (3) of both U.N and O.A.U conventions Article 26 of the 1951 UN convention provides for
respectively; that of OAU 1969 convention is provided as Right to Freedom of Movement. This right ought to be
thus; No person shall be subjected by a member state to inalienable but refuge states in practical implementation
measures such as rejection at the frontier, return or always offer security and administrative reasons to deny

of national security but the OAU 1961 convention had a

1951 UN convention applies it to refugees ie people that

Articles 23-24 mandate contracting parties to accord
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refugees of this right by confining and keeping them in return of the refugee who requested for it, that the
camps. The said Article 26 provides thus ‘Each country of origin shall facilitate the resettlement of the
Contracting State shall accord to refugees lawfully in its returnee refugee and subject them to the prevailing rights,
territory the right to.. move freely within the territory privileges and obligations accorded to the citizens of the
subject to any regulations applicable to aliens generally home country, that no refugee on return to country of
in the same circumstances’ [16]. origin shall be penalized for leaving the country and that

Other Rights that could be found in the 1951 UN whenever necessary, an appeal be made through both the
convention include Right to Education, Right to Access National Information Media and the Administrative
to Justice etc. Other International Treaties that codify Secretary-General of the OAU beseeching refugees to
certain rights of refugees includes (i) International return home by assuring them that the circumstances
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, (ii) International prevailing in their country of origin  will  be  conducive
Covenant on Political, Economic and Social Rights both and punishment free; such text should be given to
of 1966 as well as Convention on the Rights of the Child refugees and clearly explained to them by the country of
etc. One common provision of these treaties is the Right asylum for them to understand and make an uninfluenced
to Family Life which enables the refugees to trace their decision. Sub paragraph (5) therein states that ‘Refugees
families and unite with them as well as granting the who freely decide to return to their home land as a result
derivative status to dependent relatives [17]. of such assurances or on their own initiative, shall be

Article II (4) of the 1969 OAU convention provides given every possible assistance by the country of asylum,
for Responsibility Sharing. This is not strictly talking a the country of origin, voluntary agencies, International
right for the refugee but a social responsibility by the and Inter-governmental organizations to facilitate their
contracting states. It provides ‘where a member state return.’
finds difficulty in continuing to grant asylum to refugees, Articles 28 of UN 1951 and VI of OAU 1969 mandate
such member state may appeal directly to other member contracting states to provide refugees with Traveling
states and through the OAU and such other member Documents. This is also an article of obligation to
states shall in the spirit of African solidarity and contracting states. This will also enhance the enjoyment
international cooperation take appropriate measures to of the Right to Freedom of Movement.
lighten the burden of the member. Articles VII & VIII of the 1969 OAU convention

State granting asylum.’ This provision is very apt provide and encourage co-operation amongst member
but the requirement of first appealing should in my mind states and the recognition that the UN 1951 Convention
be relaxed so that member states will know that once there as a mother Law and that the 1969 OAU convention is
is a situation producing the flow of refugees in any of the playing a supplementary and complementary role for the
contracting members, others will automatically know that region.
there is a crisis situation at hand rally round to Articles IX-XV of the 1969 OAU convention took
unanimously salvage the situation. care of issues such as dispute resolution from the

Article III of 1969 OAU Convention imposes an convention, ratification, amendment and other technical
obligation of non subversion on the refugee against any issues.
AU state.

Articles 3 of the UN 1951 convention and of the OAU What May Be Done to Improve on the International
directs refuge states to be non discriminatory against Protection of Refugee Rights: The annual gathering of
refugees. In practice, this is highly flouted as refugees are the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
usually kept in camps where they are treated with all kinds (UNHCR) Executive Committee met in Geneva on Monday
of disdain and made to do all kinds of odd and yeoman’s 30th September 2013 attended by the representatives of 87
jobs in order to eke out a living. countries. The forum reviewed the activities of the

Article V of the OAU 1969 Convention boldly UNHCR for the year 2012 and set parameters on its work
initiated and codified the principle of Voluntary program for the coming year. It especially discussed the
Repatriation. The highlights of the provision of the article refugee protection challenges. To help the forum, the
are that repatriation of a refugee must be entirely at his Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA) presented nine
own will, that the country of asylum in collaboration of germane issues for discussion which shall be listed in this
the country of origin shall adequately arrange for the safe work..
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International support for Syria: It was the Australian seekers. Answers to long refugee situations are
view that the Syrian situation should attract complex since they must involve countries of origin,
international attention since statistics show that the asylum and resettlement in giving refugees access to
number of refugees produced by the conflict there is safe repatriation, integration and resettlement [19].
given undue pressure to her neighboring countries in To make a more effective and strategic tool of refugee
terms of housing, water supply and other necessities resettlement: Resettlement of refugees is usually
of life. They therefore advocated for a high level done in a third country who offer itself to this
segment on solidarity and burden sharing with international and humanitarian obligation.
countries hosting Syrian refugees. Unfortunately, the countries of Nepal, Malaysia and
Encouragement of the wealthy nations to continue in Thailand who have been leading in this vanguard
protecting refugees: The United Nations High have not shown any clear evidence of the
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) noted that the improvement they have brought to the refugees
proportion of the world’s refugee hosted by resettled in their territories. International communities
developing nations has grown from 70% to 80% in are therefore expected to form a synergy to make
just a decade,[18] which ought not to be the case. It resettlement a more relevant and competent tool for
was also discovered that Australia seems to take the the benefit of the refugees.
lead in turning back refugees with its policy of To improve on the physical security of the most
preventing asylum seekers from remaining in her vulnerable refugees: Questions about the security
territory. It is advocated that if wealthier nations and vulnerability of refugees especially that of
involve more in refugees rescue, the globe will be women and children abound. The protection of the
better for it. gay and lesbian refugees and asylum seekers also
To provide prompt access to refugee status calls a cause for alarm. So the focus on these for
determination procedures: This is an important discussion in the 2013 forum is the collective
process to the attainment of refugee status but most responsibility of UNHCR/NGO to translate rhetoric
countries especially the Asian countries make it into reality as well as implement policies geared
extremely difficult for asylum seekers to have their towards allaying the fears of the refugees in this
Refugee Status Determination (RSD) promptly. Most category.
of the time, it takes the intervention of UNHCR to To prevent the slide towards insecurity in countries
sort out the issue; for instance, in at great risk: It is unfortunate that most refuge

Malaysia, newly arrived asylum seekers are being This position was observed by Antonio Guterres,
given access to UNHCR’s RSD process but they are still [20], when he said that the international community
being required to wait for upwards of two years before has lost most of its capacity to prevent  conflicts.
being invited for initial interview. This ought not to be so The forum is to therefore harp more on practices that
since people could be in an undecided situation for will prevent refugee generating situations than
periods longer than necessary. policies that remedy refugee situations.

To create situations that can tackle protracted of refugees/asylum seekers has been seen to be
refugee situations: Refugee status is expected to be harmful, costly and ineffective to deter other asylum
a temporary measure to save lives from emergency seekers and so ought to be jettisoned for a better
live threatening occurrences. It is therefore a alternative. This position was earlier pushed by the
disturbing difficulty in achieving any of the three 2012 release by UNHCR’s Guidelines on the
durable solutions to refugee status viz; voluntary Applicable Criteria and standards relating to the
and safe return to the country of origin, integration in Detention of Asylum Seekers and Alternatives to
the country of asylum and or resettlement to a third Detention. It has been advocated that using
country. It is noted that lack of durable solutions for detention alternative models will reduce mental ill
many refugees poses a significant factor in the long health, self harm, cost effective and induce
term increase of cases of refugees and asylum compliance with asylum processes.

countries are fast becoming  countries  of  origin.

To development alternatives to detention: Detention
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To enhance opportunities for refugees to support Those international conventions and treaties call for
themselves: This if achieved will save refugees from review since the world changes day in day out and every
being exploited by unscrupulous persons and thing in it should change. This is the position of Dr. O.S
officials. They will be accorded access to education Oyelade, [23] with regards to the provisions of the OAU
and to do commensurate work in order to get paid 1969 convention when he stated ‘The convention has
and earn a decent living. This in turn will help in many positive aspects, but leaves much to be desired in
building a sustainable future. terms of tackling the basic problems encountered by

Having looked at the above proffered possible total overhaul of the convention to make it more
solutions on tackling refugee problems now and in the positively responsive to the contemporary challenges
future, it is important to note that the judiciary is also a posed by refugee problems in Africa.’[24]. Nations,
competent partner in the protective rights of refugees. International Organizations and Non-Governmental
The courts have had cause to interpret the preamble of Organizations must synergize to tackle refugee protection
the 1951 UN Geneva Convention which provides inter alia, problems, it is therefore heart warming to read that the
‘that human beings shall enjoy fundamental rights and World Food Program (WFP) will feed about 6.5 million
freedoms without discrimination, as well as to assure Ethiopians [25]. This is because Ethiopia has about
refugees the widest possible exercise of these 500,000 refugees which is likely to increase as a result of
fundamental rights and freedom’[21]. In 1995, the the present crisis in South Sudan which has led to many
European Court of Human Rights case between Loizidou of the nationals to cross their borders. There is also a
V Turkey saw the 1951 UN convention as a living perceived drought since rainfall level has drastically
instrument, should be treated as such and understood in reduced as well as a locust invasion  of  their  farms.
the light of the present day conditions. Also the United These latter ones are however natural disasters calling for
Kingdom House of Lords in the case of Aden in 2000 international assistance.
recognized the evolutionary characteristics of the UN In all, it is my humble view and suggestion that
1951 Convention which it stated that ‘The signatory nations and international organizations work more on
states intended that the convention should afford peace enhancing practices and implement more policies
continuing protection for refugees in the changing that will prevent refugee generating situations than
circumstances of the present and the future world.’ The policies that remedy refugee situations. 
above instances are ancillary cases touching the
convention. A refugee will contend with the issue of REFERENCES
locus standi before being able to prosecute a successful
case against his country of asylum. 1. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 6  Edition.
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